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Abstract 
For stable splittings of the classifying spaces of general p-toral compact Lie groups, it is important 
step to describe the induced maps of the stable maps on IF,,-homology. In this paper, we give the 
structure of the induced maps on IF,-homology for the classifying spaces of p-toral compact Lie 
groups. For this purpose, we show that there exists a transfer map 7: BFkp + BH,&, where 
F, is a p-discrete toral group and H, is a subgroup of F 3. and we combine this result with the 
property that As(F,. K) is dense in Ifin.4(Fn. IC):. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Let G be a compact Lie group. BG denotes a classifying space of G which has a free 
G-action on the contractible universal principal G-bundle EG. Chun-Nip Lee has studied 
the stable splittings of BG completed at p into a wedge sum of indecomposable spectra 
[ 131. In case G is finite, this question has been treated in [3,14,17] and the principal 
tool is a generalization of Segal’s Burnside ring conjecture which describes all stable 
maps between y-completions of the classifying spaces of p-groups. The solution to the 
trouble in going from finite groups to compact Lie groups is to pass from the ring of 
stable self maps to the induced self maps on IF,-homology since one does not lose any 
information by this process in terms of stable splittings. On the basis of this idea, Henn 
[ 1 l] shows that the ring of induced self maps on the IF,-homology of BG is finite and 
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Lee [13] gives a more explicit description of all the induced self maps on IF,-homology 
for a large class of compact Lie groups which we call p-Roquette. This is the class of 
compact Lie groups for which an appropriate density result is valid for a generalization 
of Segal’s Burnside ring conjecture for compact Lie groups as proved by Minami [ 161. 
The result which describes the induced maps on IF,-homology is the important step for 
stable splittings of the classifying spaces of p-Roquette compact Lie groups. 
In this paper, we study the structure of the induced maps of the stable maps on F,- 
homology for general p-toral compact Lie groups which is not necessarily p-Roquette 
groups. We use the property Af(Fx, K) is dense in I@,, A(F,,: K); [ 161 for our goal. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state general properties of p-toral 
compact Lie groups and generalization of Segal’s Burnside ring conjecture between finite 
p-groups and compact Lie groups, which give an explicit description of induced maps 
on F,-homology for p-Roquette groups. This is the background for the next section. In 
the third section, we show that there exists a transfer map r : BF& + BH& where 
F, is a p-discrete toral group and H, is a subgroup of F, and finally give the main 
result which describes the induced maps on F,-homology for general p-toral compact 
Lie groups. 
2. Preliminaries 
We denote by BG; the classifying space of G completed at p where ( ),^ denotes the 
homological p-completion functor or equivalently Bousfield’s H, (_ , Z/p)-localization 
functor. Since H* (BG, IF,) is finitely generated as a graded ring, BG; is stably homotopy 
equivalent to a finite wedge sum of indecomposable spectra Y, which is unique up to 
homotopy equivalence and ordering [ 111. We recall that a compact Lie group is said to 
be p-toral if it is an extension of a torus by a finite p-group. From now on, we assume 
G is a p-toral compact Lie group. 
Let {BG, BG} denote the ring of homotopy classes of stable self maps of BG. 
Consider the ring homomorphism 
{ BGG, BGG} + Hemp (z, (BG, Fp), H*(BG, IF,)) 
induced from taking reduced homology with F,-coefficient. 
Let ‘FI(BG;) denote the image of this ring homomorphism, and 7(G) two-sided ideal 
of ‘FI(BGt) generated by elements of the form 
E(BG, IF,) 2 H,(BG’, rq J+ K(BG, q, 
where G’ is a p-toral proper subgroup of G and Q, ,8 are induced from stable maps. 
Now ‘FI(BGc) is finite by the following Henn’s result. 
Theorem 2.1 [l 11. Let x, Y2 be connected CW complexes such that both H,(Yi, IF,) 
and H, (Yz, JF,) are finitely generated as graded rings. Then the ring 
Horn/t (~*(Y&),If*(Y&)) 
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is finite where A is the mod p Steenrod ulgehru and HomA( _. _) denotes A-module 
map,s. 
Corollary 2.2 [ 131. Let Yl i Y2 he connected CW complexes such that both H* (Yj ~ IF,,) 
and H* (Yz. IF,) are finitely generated ~1s graded rings. Then the image of the homomor- 
phism 
{Y,^,.Y$> + Howp (H,(v.IFt,).H,(Y,.IF,)) 
is finite. Hence 7-I(YPA) is finite $Y = Yl = Y:. 
Now we recall the following generalization of Segal’s Burnside ring conjecture. 
Theorem 2.3 [ 151. Let K be a compact Lie group and Q a nontrivialfinite p-group. For 
every conjugacy class (L) f o nontrivial subgroups of Q, the quotient VVQL = NQL/L 
acts on the set of K-conjugacy classes of nontrivial homomorphism ?O :L + h’. Choose 
a representative ($) of the PV’QL-orbit and consider the corresponding stable map 
BQ; -~BL;*BK;. 
where tr denote the reduced transfer associuted to the inclusion L ~-i Q. Then the 
group of stable maps from BQ; to BK;, denoted by {BQ;, BK:}, equals to the free 
Zi-module generated by the .stuble maps corresponding to orbit representatives c’s as 
above. 
However, we are interested in generalizing the above theorem to the case where Q is 
a p-toral compact Lie group. Let fix an extension 
1 +TIG+l4+ 1. (*l 
where T is a torus and U’ a finite II-group. Consider the Q[M’]-module rrr(T) 8% Q 
induced from the w-action on T. The p-toral compact Lie group G is called a Roquette 
group if for every irreducible (@[IV]-submodule V of 7rt (T) @ UJ), V@& remains an 
irreducible Qp, [U’] -module. Since Q[II ‘1 IS semisimple, Wedderburn’s theorem says that 
V is isomorphic to a matrix ring over a division ring Dv. It follows from the classical 
representation theory that V@&, will remain an irreducible Q,[/Y]-module unless DI. 
is isomorphic to the quaternion algebra given by UJ(&) c+ Q(<z,, )j where <l,, denotes 
a 2”th root of unity. In particular, G is always a Roquette group if p is odd or if no 
subquotient of II: is isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 16. 
A map is an IF,-equivalence if it induces an isomorphism on H*(_, IF,). We define 
a p-discrete torus T, of rank r is a discrete group isomorphic to (Z/p”)“, which is 
an approximation to torus T in the sense that the natural map TX + T induces an 
IF,-equivalence BT, ‘v BT. A p-discrete toral group is a discrete group which is an 
extension of a p-discrete torus by a finite p-group. 
Proposition 2.4 [lo]. Consider a p-torul compact Lie group G with extension (*) above. 
Then 
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(i) There exists a nested sequence {Fi} of3nite p-subgroups of G with 
F,/F, n T e W and 
U Fi n T = {x E T 1 z has finite order a power ofp} E T,. 
(ii) Write F, = U Fi. We have isomorphisms 
l~H,(BF,,IF,) + H,(BF,:F,) ---$ H,(BG&,J 
induced from inclusions, where F, = U F,. 
(iii) If H c G is a subgroup such that H f~ T = T, and H/H n T = W, then H is 
conjugate to F, in G. 
Theorem 2.5 [16]. Suppose K is a compact Lie group and Q is a nontrivial Roquette 
group. Let { Fi) be a nested sequence offinite p-subgroups of Q given by Proposition 2.4. 
For every conjugacy class (L) f o nontrivial closed subgroups of Q with W, L = NQ L/ L 
jinite, WQ L acts on the set of K-conjugacy classes of nontrivial homomorphism II, : L + 
K. Choose a representative (G) f or every WQ L-orbit and consider the Z;-module UQ_K 
of { BQ,“, BK:} generated by maps BQ: 5 BL: “+’ BK: corresponding to the orbit 
representatives 4. Consider the natural inclusion Fi L Q which induces the map 
{BQ,“: BK;} 2 {BF$ SK;} 
Then for all i, j*(tiQ,~) is a dense subset of Imj* with the induced p-adic topology. 
Proposition 2.6 [ 131. Suppose G is a Roquette group and K is any compact Lie group. 
Then any element in the image of 
{BG;,BK;}- HomFp (H,(BG,F,),H,(BK,IF,)) 
is a F,-linear combination of elements of the form 
~,(BG:F,)~H,(BL,F,)~H,(BK,F,), 
where L is a p-toral subgroup of G with NcL/L$nite and $J : L + K a homomorphism. 
Corollary 2.7 [ 131. Suppose G is Roquette. Then ‘T(G) is generated over F, by elements 
of the form 
~,(BG,P,)~~,(BL,IF,)~H,(BG,~~), 
where either L is a p-toral proper subgroup of G with NGL/L finite or L = G and 
$ : G + G is a homomorphism which is not surjective. 
Our main result is to generalize Proposition 2.6 for p-toral compact Lie groups G 
and K. 
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3. Description of the induced maps on F,-homology 
In this section, we introduce the relative Burnside module by Minami which generalize 
tom Dieck’s Burnside ring of compact Lie groups and apply it to the induced maps of 
the stable maps between the classifying spaces of general p-toral compact Lie groups. 
Let G D N be a compact Lie group and its normal subgroup. Then A(G D N) is 
defined to be an appropriate set of the equivalence classes of compact G-ENR’s with 
free :V-action, in such a way that 
(1) A(G D (6~)) = A(G), t om Dieck’s Burnside ring of compact Lie group G [6]. 
(2) In the product case, i.e., G = L x K, N = K, then A(L x K D K) is also denoted 
by A(L: K). This is because, when F is finite, A(F x K D K) turns out to be the 
Grothendieck A(F)-module of principal (F. IO-bundles over finite F-sets which 
was denoted by A( F. K) in [ 151. 
Let F,, be a p-group for each rl, and F, = U,, F,, as Proposition 2.4. We do not 
necessarily assume that F, is a dense subgroup of a p-toral group G, but we assume 
that there is a surjective homomorphism TF, : F, + 17 where 17 is a finite p-group 
such that Ker(rrF_) is abelian. We further assume K is p-toral such that TK : K + L 
be the canonical quotient homomorphism by the normal torus. Then for any subgroup 
H, c I?,, the element [(F% x K)/(H,, Q)] = I~,(IcF,) E l&n,, A(F,, K) is defined 
by 
.I'F,, = Ili_~(Res~L[(F, x W/(4 nKdl~~~~-I,)]) E A(F,.K), 
where the limit is taken in the p-adic completion A(Fn , K);. Then we define Af (F,: K) 
as the additive subgroup of l&n, A(Fn, K) generated by all such elements [(Foe x 
h’)l(Hcc,+)l. 
We refer to the paper [16] for further information. 
Lemma 3.1 [16]. Af(F,, K) is dense in @I,, A(F,,. K);. 
Note. If X is dense in lin_ri Di, then imX is dense in D, for each i. 
Now we want to show for p-discrete toral group F,, there is a transfer map 
r : BF& ---) BH& such that fi; o r* = ,Q,( Fx/H,x) . id, where f* is the induced 
map on IF,-homology group of f : BH&, + BF& and 
y,(F,/H,,) = C(-llk.rankp~,H~(F~/H,,IF,,). 
k 
Note. We denote X+ as the suspension spectrum of the space obtained from X by 
adding a disjoint basepoint. 
Theorem 3.2 [9]. Let f : E + B be a jibration with jiber F over a connected space. 
Suppose H,(F, jFP) is finite. Then there exists a transfer map r : (B+)t + (E+)t such 
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that the self map (f+),^ o r of (B+)t induces a map on mod p homology which is 
multiplication by xp(F) = C,(-l)“rank~~ Hk(F,IF,). 
For our purpose, it is enough to show that H, (F, IHm, IFP) is finite for the fiber 
(F,/H,),” of the fibration of f : BH& -+ BF& by the above Theorem 3.2. 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose F, is a p-discrete torul group and H, is a subgroup of F,. 
Then H, (F, / H,, F,) is finite. 
Proof. Since F, is a p-discrete toral group, we can consider the following diagram of 
short exact sequences. 
1-Tb,-H,-~‘-1 
1 I 1 
l-TX----+F,-IV-1 
where Tk = H, n T,, W’ = H, n W and vertical maps are inclusions. Then we 
have the induced maps of fibration sequences 
l-BT&-BH,-BW’--+1 
1 1 I 
I-BT,-BF,-BW-1. 
These fibrations are preserved by p-completion since the bases BW and BW’ are clas- 
sifying spaces of finite p-groups [2]. Hence we have 
l---+BT /A +BH A IA 
m:p T-xjP 
-BW -1 
P 
1~BT A A 
mop -BF;,-BW -1 P 
Let Fl, F2 and F1 be the homotopy fibers of the maps fl: f2 and f3, respectively. Then 
there is a fibration sequence 
liF, +F2+F3-1. 
To show that F2 has finite mod p homology, we need to verify the following two 
facts. 
(i) Fl is connected and has finite mod p homology. 
(ii) F3 is homotopically discrete and has finite number of components. 
If we show (i) and (ii), these imply that some base point component of F2 which 
contains F, has finite mod p homology. Since BFkp is connected rrt (BF;,) acts tran- 
sitively on the various components of F2, and if one component has finite mod p ho- 
mology, so do all the other ones. From the second fact, Fx has finite components, hence 
F2 has finite mod p homology. 
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(ii) is clear since W and W’ are finite p-groups. For (i), since BT& is simply 
connected and BT& is connected, FI is connected. Now we need to show that Fl has 
finite mod p homology. 
For algebraic reasons, T& = R x A where R is a p-discrete torus and A is some finite 
abelian p-group. Also TX can be written R x S where S is some smaller p-discrete torus. 
Then the map TL + T, splits as the product R x A + R x S where R + R is the 
identity and A -+ S is some monomorphism. Hence we have the following equivalence: 
E’, E fiber(BT’& --7‘ BTC,,) 
-fiber(BRt x BAC + BR: x BS;) 
E fiber(BAc + BSp^). 
Now we consider the last fiber. We embed S = (Z/P”)~ for some t as the group of 
elements of p-primary order in a topological torus 3. Then BS: z BT: is F,-equivalent. 
This means that there is a fibration 
where the fiber ??/A is a compact manifold which is equivalent to a product of circles. 
Since the base of this fibration is 1 -connected, the fibration is preserved by p-completion. 
Thus we have a fibration 
Therefore Fl is equivalent to (??/A);, p- completion of a finite product of circles. 
Hence Fl has finite mod p homology. 0 
Remark. Consider the Z,^ module LIF_,~ of {BF&,; BK,“} generated by composition 
map BF& 5 BH&, uf#J --j BKF where tr is the transfer map which we defined above. 
We consider the natural inclusion j : F, of F,, which induces the map 
.;* : {BF;,,> BK;} + {BF,;, BK;} E A(F,. K),: 
where the isomorphism results from Theorem 2.3. Then for all i, j*(v~~,,) is a dense 
B, subset of imj* with the induced p-adic topology by Lemma 3.1, i.e., every map BFit + 
BE,, + BK; is approximated by BFzt 2 BF& 41; BH& 9 BK:. Since 
h : BF!& + BG; is stably homotopy equivalent, there exists hk’ : BG; ---, BFkp and 
/I, : H, (BF, ~ IFI,) + H, (BG. IF,) is an isomorphism. Now we consider the group of 
stable maps { BG:. BKrt} which has factorization BG; hA BF;,, + BK: Let VG.K 
be the ZF-submodule of {BGC, BK:} generated by maps BGC 411: BH& 2 BK; 
where tr’ = tr clh- ’ . We also call tr’ transfer map. Then the natural inclusion j’ : F, -+ G 
induces the map j!+ : {BGC, BK;} + {BF?:, BK:}. Then for all i, ~:(VG,K) is a 
dense subset of Im j!+ with the induced p-adic topology. This means every map BF: 9 
BG; ---) BK; is approximated by BF<t “-?: BG; 2 BH& 2 BK;. 
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Now we describe the structure of induced maps of stable maps on F,-homology for 
the classifying spaces of p-toral compact Lie groups. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose G and K be any p-toral compact Lie groups. Then any element 
in the image of 
{BG;,BK;} 4 Horn (H,(BG,IF,),~~.(BK,IF,)) 
is a P,-linear combination of elements of the form 
B,(BG,F,)~~,(BH,,P,)~~,(BK,~~) 
where H, is a p-discrete toral subgroup of F, and I#J : H, + K a homomorphism. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, there exists a nested sequence {Fi} of G so that 
l$H,(BF,,F,) 2 H,(BG,IF,). 
Hence there exists i, such that the natural map H,(BF,, , Fp) + H,(BG, IF,) is sur- 
jective in degree < n. Suppose f E { BG:, BKF}. Then by the above remark, we can 
write f = g o h-’ for some g E { BFkp, BK,“}. By Lemma 3.1, for each F, A F,, 
there exists an element gi,, E VF,,K such that 
“1°F; 
P 
=gi:,l~~;p +P’h& 
where kin E {BFZ^,, BK,“}. Hence 
f o&F; = fi, o&F; +p.h,, 
P P 
where fi, = gi, o hh’ and fi, E VG,K. This implies 
fl BF;,, = f&z IDF& + p ’ ‘&I 
Therefore, f* o (h, o Bj,) = fi, * o (h, o Bj,), and hence f* o Bj: = fi,, 0 Bj:. 
From the assumption on fi,, f* = fi,* in degrees < n. But by the Corollary 2.2, 
the set {fin*} c HomPp (z, (BG, IF,), p*(BK, IF,)) is finite, therefore there exists a 
subsequence {oi} of {in} such that fat* = fa,, for all cr,, cyJ. Therefore f* = fa,,* in 
all degrees 6 n. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Let G be a p-toral compact Lie group. Then I(G) is generated over IF, 
by elements of the form 
H, (BG,F,)- tr' H,(BH,,F,)BO~R,(BG,IF,), 
where H, is a p-discrete toral subgroup of F,. 
Proof. If f E I(G), then f . IS a linear combination of elements of the form 
H,(BG,F,) -f: H,(BG’,F,) -5 H,(BG,F,) 
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where G’ is a p-toral proper subgroup of G and CY, fi are induced from stable maps. 
Let H, be a p-discrete toral subgroup of I& and $ : H, + G’ a homomorphism. 
Then since N is induced map, ck is a linear combinations of transfer map followed by a 
homomorphism by Proposition 3.4. There is also a stable map Beg : BG’t ---) l3Gt with 
Bg, = [j where g : G’ + G. Let d, = g o ,$l, and then B& = 3 o Buj,. This completes 
the proof. 0 
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